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Project 01

TITLE : About the exhibition  
“The Most Beautiful Swiss Books”

Workshop : Pauline Piguet –  
Jérôme Baratelli 

Collaboration : Rebecca  
Metzger – Nicolas Baldran

Date : Oct. 2015 
 

Place : Curatorial Institute 
Living your head 

 

—

An edition and an installation regarding  
the passage of the information from a support  
to an other, between printed and digital matter. 

—

In the actual case of the competition “The Most 
Beautiful Swiss Books”, It is a book about a website  
which presented books. 
 
Currently, we notice an increase in the diferent  
possibilities of support for a same content.  
Our research is about coming and going from 
books to book to web and conversely. 
 
We take up the notions of their status as object, 
their materiality, the reading, and navigation.  
It raises questions of information spacialisation  
in printed and digital matter.

—
« Les liens isonomiques entre l’architecture et la typographie se sont  
affirmés. On a alors pensé et construit les livres comme des espaces  
de déambulation, de la même manière que l’on bâtissait un ensemble  
de lieux dans les arts de la mémoire sur le modèle d’un architecte édifiant 
un bâtiment ou une ville. »

carpo (Mario). Metodo ed ordini nella teoria architettonica dei primi  
moderni : Alberti, Raffaello. Genève, éd. Dorz, 1993.

 
—

Workshop About the exhibition  
“The Most Beautiful Swiss Books” (HEAD – Genève) 
Exhibition of the books and result of the workshop 
from 25 th to 29 th nov. at linving your head.
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—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 02

—

Poster series against racism in Switzerland. 
How to translate this delicate subject with simple 
forms ?

—

Question of discrimination, public space, forms/
language, code, communication tools

—

Design graphic studio

TITLE : Poster against racism  
in Switzerland

Atelier : Anette Lenz 

Date : Spring 2015 
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FRENCH  
ITALIAN 
GERMAN

BLOND 
BROWN 
BLACK

MUSLIM  
CHRISTIAN 
ATHEIST
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2016 Project 03

—

Through my research degree, I inquire about the 
book as medium for artwork, an inherent entity  
of the exhibition, primary information in Seth  
Siegelaub’s words. Furthermore, the book also 
plays an important role around the exhibition,  
no longer as its content but as a catalog, to archive  
or to complete the exhibition out of its location.  
This research also raises the question of the repre-
sentation of an artwork even a space in the book. 

In my pratical research, through the content  
of Nicolas Moulin’s exhibition Azurazia, I question 
the medium of the exhibition catalog, including  
the relation between the book and the exhibition, 
how a book can exists in a print, spatial,  
and digital way ?

—

 Followed by Pauline Piguet, Rob Van Leijsen and 
Anette Lenz 

TITLE : Bachelor Thesis

Date : Winter 2016 
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Project 05

—

HETS – Genève Request for an edition for the 50 th  

anniversary of the education of psychomotricity. 

—

Language, games, drawing, psychometric tests,  
relation psyche and body, childhood, path.

—

Books layout studio

TITLE : Psychomotricity

Atelier : Pierre-Alain Giesser 
 

Date : Spring 2015 
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Project 04

—

Saint-Étienne is a former workers' town, view from 
exterior to interior.

—

Verticality/horizontality, interior/exterior, 
cinematographic principle

—

Personnal research

TITLE : Cité ouvrière

 
 

Date : Autunm 2014 
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Project 06

—

Freitag's Catalogue for reference collection.  
Freitag is a swiss brand created at Zurich in 1993, 
by two graphic designers brothers, Daniel  
et Markus Freitag. 

—

Swiss rigour, truck tarpaulins, original objects,  
raw material, racks.

—

Autonomous project BTS Graphic Design, 
communication and pinted matter 

TITLE : Freitag

Date : Spring 2013 
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—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 07

TITLE : Between black & white

Workshop : Anette Lenz

Date : Winter 2016 
 

 

—

Research for the theme limits between black  
and white, inside and outsite. 

—

Pixel, light, shaddow, reduction, opposite, passage

—

Personnal research
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’Seeing comes before words. The child looks and recognizes before itcan speak.’But there is also another sense in which seeing comes before words. Itis seeing which establishes our place in the surrounding world; weexplain that world with 
words, but words can never undo the fact thatwe are surrounded by it. The relation between what we see and whatwe know is never settled.’John Berger’s Ways of Seeing is one of the most stimulating and themost influential books on art in 
any language. First published in 1972, itwas based on the BBC television series about which the (London)Sunday Times critic commented: ~This is an eye-opener in more waysthan one: by concentrating on how we look at paintings ... he willal-
most certainly change the way you look at pictures.’ By now he has.’Berger has the ability to cut right through the mystification of theprofessional art critics ... He is a liberator of images: and once we haveallowed the paintings ~o work on us 
directly, we are in a much betterposition to make a meaningf
ul evaluation’ Peter Fuller, Arts Review’,The influence of the series and the book ... was enormous ... It openedup for general attention areas of cultural study that are nowcommonplace’ Geoff Dyer in Ways of TellingPublished by the British 
Broadcasting Corporation and Penguin BooksThe front cover shows The Key of Dreams by Rene Magr~tte (photo Rudolph E~urckhardt)UK £8.99U~A $14.00JOHN BERGERSeeing comes before words. The child looksnizes before it can 
speak.But there is also another sense in which seeingbefore words. It is seeing which establishes our placerrotmding world ; we explain that world with words,;an never undo the fact that we are surrounded byrelation between what we see and 
what we know isr settled.
The Surrealist painter IV~
agritte comntented~resent gap between words and seeing inSeeing comes before words. The child looks andrecognizes before it can speak.But there is also another sense in which seeingcomes before words. It is seeing which establishes our pla-
cein the surrounding world; we explain that world with words,but words can never undo the fact that we are surrounded byit. The relation between what we see and what we know isnever settled. Each evening we see the sun set. We knowthat 
the earth is turning away from it. Yet the knowledge, theexplanation, never quite fits the sight. The Surrealist painterNlagritte commented on this always-present gap betweenwords and seeing in a painting called The Key of Dreams.The way we 
see things is affected by what wekr~ow or what we believe. In the IVtlddle Ages when

 menbelieved in the physical existence of Hell the sight of fire musthave meant something different from what it means today.Naverthe|ass their idea of Hell owed a lot to the sight of fireconsuming and the ashes remaining - as well as to theirex-
perience of the pain of burns.When in love, the sight of the beloved has acompleteness which no words and no embrace can match :a completeness which only the act of making love cantemporari|y accommodate.Vet this seeing which comas 
before words, andcan never be quite covered by them, is not a question ofmechanically reacting to stimuli. (It can only be thought of inthis way if one isolates the small part of the process whichconcerns the eye’s retina.) We only see what we 
look at. Tolook is an act of choice. As a result of this act, what we see isbrought within our reach - though not necessarily 
withinarm’s reach. To touch something is to situate oneself inrelation to it. (Close your eyes, move round the room andnotice 
how the.faculty of touch is like a static, limited form ofsight.) We never look at just one thing; we are always lookingat 
relation between things and ourselves. Our vision iscontinually active, continually moving, continually holdingthiugs in a
 circle around itaalf, constituting what is presentSoon after we can see, we are aware that we canalso be seen. The eye of the other combines with our own ayeto make it fully credible that we are p~ of the visible world.~f we ac~pp~ that we 
can see ~ha~ hil~ over there,we propose ~hat from that hiBI we can be seen. The reciprocal~ature o~ vision is more fundamen~l than that of spoken~ialogue. And often dialogue is an a~empt to verbalize this -an attempt to explain how, either 
metaphorically or literally,’you see things’, and an attempt to discover how «he sees~hings’.in the sense in which we use the word in t

hisbook, a~l imag
es are man-made
.An image is a sight which hasbeen recreated or reproduced, it is an appearance, or a set ofappearances, which has been detached from the place and timein which it first made its appearance and preserved - for a fewmoments or a few centuries. 
Every image embodies a way ofseeing. Even a photograph. For photographs are not, as isoften assumed, a mechanical record. Every time we look at aphotograph, we are aware, however slightly, of thephotographer selecting that sight from an 
infinity of otherpossible sights. This is true even in the most casual familysnapshot. The photographer’s way of seeing is reflected in hischoice of subject. The painter’s way of seeing is reconstitutedby the marks he makes on the canvas or paper. 
Yet, althoughevery image embodies a way of seeing, our perception orappreciation of an image depends also upon our own way ofseeing. (it may be, for example, that Sheila is one figure amongtwenty; but for our own reasons she is the one we 
have eyesfor.)Images were first made to conjure up theappearances of something

 that was absent. Gradually itbecame evident that an image could outlast what itrepresented; it then showed how something or somebody hadonce looked ~ and thus by implication how the subject hadonce been seen by other people. Later still 
the specific visionof the image-maker was also recognized as part of the record.An image became a record of how X had seen Y. This was theresult of an increasing consciousness of individuality,accompanying an increasing awareness of history. 
It would berash to try to date this last development precisely. Butcertainly in Europe such consciousness has existed since thebeginningof the Renaissance.No other kind of relic or text from the past canoffer such a direct testimony about the 
world whichsurrounded other people at other times. In this respectimages are more precise and richer than literature. To say thisis not to deny the expressive or imaginative quality of art,treating it as mere documentary evidence; the more ima-
ginativethe work, the more profoundly it allows us to share theartist’s experience of the visible.Yet when an image is presented as a work of art,the way people look at it is affected by a whole series of learntassumptions about art. Assumptions 
concerning:BeautyTruthGeniusCivilizationFormStatus ~Taste, etc.Many of these assumptions no longer accord withthe world as it is. (The world-as-it-is is more than pureobjective fact, it includes consciousness.) Out of true with thepresent, 
these assumptions obscure the past. They mystifyrather than clarify. The past is never there waiting to bediscovered, to be recognized for exactly what it is. Historyalways constitutes the relation between a present and its past.Consequently fear 
of the present leads to mystification of  
thepast. The past is not for living in; it is a well of conclusionsfrom which we draw in order to act. Cultural mystification of’~he past entails a double loss. Works of art are madeunnecessarily remote. And the past offers us fewerconclusions to 
complete in action.When we «see» a landscape, we 
 situate ourselvesin it. If we «saw’ the art of the past, we would situateourselves in history. When we are prevented from seeing it,we are being deprived of the history which belongs to us.Who benefits from this deprivation ? In the end, the art 
of thepast is being mystified because a privileged minority isstriving to invent a history which can retrospectively justifythe role of the ruling classes, and such a justification canno longer make sense in modern terms. And so, inevitably, itmysti-
fies.Let us consider a typical example of suchmystification. A two-volume study was recently published onFrans Hals.* It is the authoritative work to date on this painter.As a book of specialized art history it is no better and noworse then the 
average.The last two great paintings by Frans Hals portraythe Governors and the Governesses of an Aims House for oldpaupers in the Dutch seventeenth-century city of Haarlem.They were officially commissioned portraits. Hais, an old manof 
over eighty, was destitute. Most of his life he had been indebt. During the winter of 1664, the year he began paintingthese pictures, he obtained three loads of peat on publiccharity, otherwise he would have frozen to death. Those whonow sat 
for him were administrators of such public charity.The author records these facts and then explicitlysays that  
it would he incorrect to read into the paintings anycriticism of the sitters. There is no evidence, he says, thatHale painted them in a spirit of bitterness. The authorconsiders them, howe~er, 
 remarkable works of art andexplains why. Here be writes of the Regentesees:Each woman speaks to us of the human condition withequal importance. Each woman stands out with  
equalclarity against the enormous dark surface, yet they arelinked by a firm rhythmical arrangement and the subdueddiagonal pattern formed by their heads and hands.Subtle modulations of the deep, glowing blackscontribute to the harmo-
nious fusion of the whole andform an unforgettab/e contrast with the powerfuJ whitesand vivid flesh tones where the detached strokes reacha peak of breadth and strength. (our italics)The compositional unity of a paintingcontributes fun-
damentally to the power of its image, it isreasonable to consider a painting’s composition. But here thecomposition is written about as though it were in itself theemotional charge of the painting. Terms like harmonious fusion,unforgettable 
contrast, reaching a peak of breadth and strengthtransfer the emotion provoked by the image from the planeof lived experience, to that of disinterested ’artappreciation’. All conflict disappears. One is left with theunchanging «human condi-
tion’, and the painting considered ase ma~vellously made object.Very little is known about Hals or the Regentswho commissioned him. It is not possible to producecircumstantial evidence to establish what their relations were.But there is the 
evidence of the pa
intings themselves:
 theevidence of e
 group of men and 
a group of women 
as seen byanother 
man, the painter. 
Study this evidence and judge foryourself.12 13The art historian fears such direct judgement:As in so many other pictures by Hals, the penetratingcharacterizations almost seduce us into believing that weknow the perso
nality traits and even the habits of themen and women portrayed.What is this «seduction» he writes of? It isnothing less than the paintings working upon’us. They workupon us because we accept the way Hals saw his sitters. Wedo not accept 
this innocently. We accept it in so far as itcorresponds to our own observation of people, gestures, faces,institutions. This is possible because we still llve in a societyof comparable social relations and moral values. And it isprecisely this which 
gives the paintings their psychological andsocial urgency, it is this - not the painter’s skill as a ¯seducer»- which convinces us that we can know the people portrayed.The author continues:in the case of some critics the seduction has been atotal 
success. It has, for example, been asserted thatthe Regent in the tipped slouch hat, which hardly coversany of his long, lank hair, and whose curiously seteyes do not focus, was shown in a drunken state.14This, he suggests, is a libel. He argues 
that it wasa fashion at that time to wear hats on the side of the head.He cites medical opinion to prove that the Regent’s expressioncould well be the result of a facial paralysis. He insists that thepainting would have been unacceptable to the 
Regents if oneof them had been portrayed drunk. One might go ondiscussing each of these points for pages. (Men inseventeenth-century Holland wore their hats on the side oftheir heads in order to be thought of as adventurous andpleasure-lo-
vlng. Heavy drinking was an approved practice.Etcetera.) But such a discussion would take us even fartheraway from the only confrontation which matters and which theauthor is determined to evade.in this confrontation the Regents andRe-
gentesses stare at Hals, a destitute old painter who has losthis reputation and lives off public charity; he examines themthrough the eyes of a pauper who must nevertheless try to beobjective, i.e., must try to surmount the way he sees as apauper. 
This is the drama of these paintings. A drama of an¯ unforgettable contrast’.Mystification has little to do wtth thevocabulary used. Mystification is the process of explaining15away what might otherwise be evident. Hals Was the firstpo~raitist 
to paint the new characters and expressionscreated by capitalism. He did in pictorial terms what Balzacdid two centuries later in literature. Yet the author of theauthoritative work on these paintings sums up the artist’sachievement by referring 
toHals’s unwavering commitment to his personal vision,which enriches our consciousness of our fellow menand heightens our awe for the ever-increasing power ofthe mighty impulses that enabled him to give us a closeview of life’s vital forces.
That is mystification.In order to avoid mystifying the past (which canequally well suffer pseudo-Marxist mystification) let us nowexamine the particular relation which now exists, so far aspictorial images are concerned, between the present and 
thepast. if we can see the present clearly enough, we shall askthe right questions of tl~e past.Today we see the art of the past as nobody sawit before. We actually perceive it in a different way.This difference can be illustrated in terms of whatwas 
thought-of as perspective. The convention ofperspective, which is unique to European art and which wasfirst established in the early Renaissance, centreseverything on the eye of the beholder, it is like a beam from alighthouse - only instead of 
light travelling o

utwards,appearances travel in. The conventions called thoseappearances rea/ity. Perspective makes the single eye thecentre of the visible world. Everything converges on to theeye as to the vanishing point of infinity. The visible world isarranged 
for the spectator as the universe was once thoughtto he arranged for God.According to the convention of perspective thereis no visual reciprocity. There is no need for God to situatehimself in relation to others: he is himself the situation,The 
inherent contradiction in perspective was that itstructured all images of reality to address a single spectatorwho, unlike God, could only be in one place at a time.After the invention of the camera thiscontradiction gradually became apparent.I’m 
an eye. A mechanical eye. t, the machine, show youa wortd the way only ( can see it. ! free myself fortoday and forever from human immobility. I’m inconstant movement. I approach and pull away fromobjects, t creep under them. ~ move 
alongside a runninghorse’s mouth, t fall and rise with the falling and risingbodies. This is I, the machine, manoeuvring in the chaoticmovements, recording one movement after another inthe most complex combinations,Freed from the bounda-
ries of time and space, Ico-ordinate any and all points of the universe, whereverI want them to be. My way leads towards the creationof a fresh perception of the world. Thus I explain in anew way the world unknown to you.*17The camera 
isolatedmomentary appearances and in so doing destroyed the ideathat images were timeless. Or, to put it another way, thecamera showed that the notion of time passing was~nseparabie from the experience of the visual (except inpaintings). 
What you saw depended upon where you werewhan. What you saw was relative to your posit~on in time andspace. It was 
no longer possible to imagine everythingconverging on the human eye as on the vanishing point ofinfinity.This is not to 
say that before the invention of thecamera men believed that everyone could see everything, Butperspective organized
 the visua! field as though that wereindeed the ideal. Every drawing or painting that usedperspective proposed to the spectator
 that he was the uniquecentre of the world, The camera - and more particularly themovie camera - demonstrated that there was
 no centre.The invention of the camera changed the way mensaw. The visible came to mean something different to them,
This was immediately reflected in painting.For the impressionists the visible no longerpresented itself to man in order to be seen. On the contrary,the visible, in continual flux, became fugitive. For the Cubiststhe visible was no longer what 
confronted the single eye,but the totality of possible views taken from points all roundthe object (or person) being depicted,The invention of the camera also changed the wayin which men saw paintings painted long before the camerawas 
invented, Originally paintings were an integral part of thebuilding for which they were designed. Sometimes in an earlyRenaissance church or chapel one has the feeling that theimages on the wall are records of the building’s interior life,that to-
gether they make up the building’s memory - so muchare they part of the particularity of the building.The uniqueness of every painting was once partof the uniqueness of the place where it resided. Sometimes thepainting was transportable. But 
it could never be seen in twoplaces at the same time. When the camera repr’oduces apainting, it destroys the uniqueness of its image. As a result itsmeaning changes. Or, more exactly, its meaning multiplies andfragments into many meanings.
This is vividly illustrated by what happens when apainting is shown on a television screen. The painting enterseach viewer’s house. There it is surrounded by his wallpaper,his furniture, his mementoes. It enters the atmosphere of hisfami|y. It 
becomes their talking point, it lends its meaning totheir meaning. P~t the same time it enters a million otherhouses and, in each of them, is seen in a different context,Because of the camera, the painting now travels to thespectator rather than 
the spectator t
o the painting. In itstravels, its meaning is diversified.One might argue that all reproductions more orless distort, and that therefore the original painting is still insense unique. Here is s reproduction of the Virgin of the Rocksby Leonardo da 
Vinci.~oHaving seen this reproduction, one can go to’theNatienal Gallery to look at the original and there~iscover whatthe reproduction Jacks. Alternatively one can forget about thequality of the reproduction and simply be reminded, when 
onesomewhere one has already seen a reproduction. But in eithercase the uniqueness of the original now lies in it being theorigins/of a reproduction, it is no longer what i~s i~age shows~ha~ s~r~es one as unique; i~s f~rs~ meaningfound in 
what it says, bu~ in what i~This new status of the original work is theperfectly rational consequence of the new meansreproduction. But it is at this point that a proce~mystification again enters. The meaning of the original workno longer ]ies 
in what it uniquely says but in what it uniquelyis. How is its unique existence evaluated and defined in ourpresent culture? it is defined as an object whose valuedepends upon its ~ariW. This value is affirmed and gauged by~he pric~ it fetches on 
the marke~. But becauseneve~heiess «a work of a~» - and art is thought to be greater~han commerce - i~ market price is said[~s spiritual value. Yet the spiritual value of’an object, asdistinct from a message or an example, can only be explaine-
di, terms of magic or religion. And since in modern society,ei~her of these is a living force, the art object, the ’worka~’, is enveloped in an atmosphere of entirely bogus religiosity.Works of art are discussed and presented as though they wereholy 
relics: relics which are first and foremost evidence oftheir own su~ivaL The p

ast in which they originated isstudied in order to prove their survival genuine. Theyare declared a~ when their line of descent can becertified.Before the Virgin of the Rocks the visitor to theNational Gallery would be encouraged by nearly 
e~erythinghe might have heard and read about the painting to feelsomething like this: «1 am in front of it, ! can see it. Thispainting by Leonardo is unlike any other in the world. TheNational Gallery has the real one. If I look at this painting 
hardenough, ~ should somehow be able to feel its authenticiW.The VJrg~ of th~ Rocks by Leonardo da Vinci: it is authentic andtherefore it is beautifuL»To dismiss such feelings as nai’ve would be quitewrong. They accord perfectly with the 
sophisticated culture ofart experts for whom the National Gallery catalogue iswritten. The entry on the Virgin of the Rocks is one of thelongest entries, it consists of fourteen closely printed pages.They do not deal with the meaning of the 
image. They dealwith who commissioned the painting, legal squabbles, whoowned it, its likely date, the families of its owners. Behind thisinformation lie years of research. The aim of the research is toprove beyond any shadow of doubt that 
the painting is agenuine Leonardo. The secondary aim is to prove that analmost identical painting in the Louvre is a replica of theNational Gallery version.French art historians try to prove the opposite.~he National Gallery sells more reproduc-
tions ofLeonardo’s cartoon of The Virgin and Child with St ~nne and StJohn the Baptist than any other picture in their collection. A fewyears ago it was known only to scholars. It became famousbecause an American wanted to buy it for two 
and a halfmillion pounds.Now it hangs in a room by itself. The room is likea chapel. The drawing is behind bullet-proof perspe
x. It hasacquired a new kind of impressiveness. Not because of what itshows - not because of the meaning of its image, it hasbecome impressive, mysterious, because of its market value.The bogus religiosity which now surroundsoriginal work
s of art, and which is ultimately dependent upontheir market value, has become the substitute for wha~paintings lost when the camera made them reproducible. Itsfunction is nostalgic. It is the final empty claim for thecontinuing values of an

 oligarchic, undemocratic culture, if theimage is no longer unique and exclusive, the art object, thething, must be made mysteriously so.23The majority of the population do not visit artmuseums. The fol|owing tsble shows how closely an~n-

Ways of seeing

Ways of
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Project’Seeing comes before words. The child looks and recognizes before itcan speak.’But there is also another sense in which seeing comes before words. Itis seeing which establishes our place in the surrounding world; weexplain that world with words, but 
words can never undo the fact thatwe are surrounded by it. The relation between what we see and whatwe know is never settled.’John Berger’s Ways of Seeing is one of the most stimulating and themost influential books on art in any language. First 

published in 1972, itwas based on the BBC television series about which the (London)Sunday Times critic commented: ~ This is an eye-opener in more waysthan one: by concentrating on how we look at paintings ... he willalmost certainly change the 
way you look at pictures.’ By now he has.’Berger has the ability to cut right through the mystification of theprofessional art critics ... H e is a liberator of images: and once we haveallowed the paintings ~ o work on us directly, we are in a much betterp

osition to make a meaningful evaluation’ Peter Fuller, Arts Review’,The influence of the series and the book ... was enormous ... It openedup for general attention areas of cultural study that are nowcommonplace’ Geoff Dyer in Ways of TellingPublished 
by the British Broadcasting Corporation and Penguin BooksThe front cover shows The Key of Dreams by Rene M agr~ tte (photo Rudolph E~ urckhardt)UK £ 8.99U~ A $14.00JO H N  BERGERSeeing comes before words. The child looksnizes before
 it can speak.But there is also another sense in which seeingbefore words. It is seeing which establishes our placerrotmding world ; we explain that world with words,;an never undo the fact that we are surrounded byrelation between what we see a

nd what we know isr settled.The Surrealist painter IV~ agritte comntented~ resent gap between words and seeing inSeeing comes before words. The child looks andrecognizes before it can speak.But there is also another sense in which seeingcomes 
before words. It is seeing which establishes our placein the surrounding world; we explain that world with words,but words can never undo the fact that we are surrounded byit. The relation between what we see and what we know isnever settled. Each 
evening

 we see the sun set. We knowthat the earth is turning away from it. Yet the knowledge, theexplanation, never quite fits the sight. The Surrealist painterN lagritte commented on this always-present gap betweenwords and seeing in a painting called The 
Key of Dreams.The way we see things is affected by what wekr~ ow or what we believe. In the IVtlddle Ages when menbelieved in the physical existence of H ell the sight of fire musthave meant something different from what it means today.N averthe|ass 
their idea of H ell owed a lot to the sight of fireconsuming and the ashes remaining - as well as to theirexperience of the pain of burns.W hen in love, the sight of the beloved has acompleteness which no 

words and no embrace can match :a completeness which only the act of making love cantemporari|y accommodate.Vet this seeing which comas before words, andcan never be quite covered by them, is not a question ofmechanically reacting to stimuli. 
(It can only be thought of inthis way if one isolates the small part of the process whichconcerns the eye’s retina.) We only see what we look at. Tolook is an act of choice. As a result of this act, what we see isbrought within our reach - though not neces-
sarily withinarm’s reach. To touch something is to situate oneself inrelation to it. (Close your eyes, move round the room andnotice how the.faculty of touch is like a static, limited form ofsight.) We never look at just one thing; we are always lookingat 
~ e relation between things and ourselves. O ur vision iscontinually active, continually moving, continually holdingthiugs in a circle around itaalf, cons

tituting what is presentSoon after we can see, we are aware that we canalso be seen. The eye of the other combines with our own ayeto make it fully credible that we are p~  of the visible world.~ f we ac~ pp~  that we can see ~ ha~  hil~  over there,we 
propose ~ hat from that hiBI we can be seen. The reciprocal~ ature o~  vision is more fundamen~ l than that of spoken~ ialogue. And often dialogue is an a~ empt to verbalize this -an attempt to explain how, either metaphorically or literally,’you see 
things’, and an attempt to discover how «he sees~ hings’.in the sense in which we use the word in thisbook, a~ l images are man-made.An image is a sight which hasbeen recreated or reproduced, it is an appearance, or a set ofappearances, which has 
been detached from the place and timein which
 it first made its appearance and preserved - for a fewmoments or a few centuries. Every image embodies a way ofseeing. Even a photograph. For photographs are not, as isoften assumed, a mechanical record. Every time we look at aphotograph, we are 
aware, however slightly, of thephotographer selecting that sight from an infinity of otherpossible sights. This is true even in the most casual familysnapshot. The photographer’s way of seeing is reflected in hischoice of subject. The painter’s way of seeing 
is reconstitutedby the marks he makes on the canvas or paper. Yet, althoughevery image embodies a way of seeing, our perception orappreciation of an image depends also upon our own way ofseeing. (it may be, for example, that Sheila is one figure 
amongtwenty; but for our own reasons she is the one we have eyesfor.)Images were first made to conjure up theappearances of something that was absent. Gradually itbecame evident that an image could outlast what itrepresented; it then showed how 
something or somebody hadonce looked ~  and thus by implication how the subject hadonce been seen by other people. Later still the specific visionof the image-maker was also recognized as part of the record.An image became a record of how X had 
seen Y. This was theresult of an increasing consciousness of individuality,accompanying an increasing awareness of history. It would berash to try to date this last development precisely. Butcertainly in Europe such consciousness has existed since thebegin-
ning
of th
e Renaissance.N o other kind of relic or text from the past canoffer such a direct testimony about the world whichsurrounded other people at other times. In this respectimages are more precise and richer than literature. To say thisis not to deny the ex
pressive or imaginative quality of art,treating it as mere documentary evidence; the more imaginativethe work, the more profoundly it allows us to share theartist’s experience of the visible.Yet when an image is presented as a work of art,the way people 
look at it is affected by a whole series of learntassumptions about art. Assumptions concerning:BeautyTruthGeniusCivilizationFormStatus ~ Taste, etc.M any of these assumptions no longer accord withthe world as it is. (The world-as-it-is is more than 
pureobjective fact, it includes consciousness.) O ut of true with thepresent, these assumptions obscure the past. They mystifyrather than clarify. The past is never there waiting to bediscovered, to be recognized for exactly what it is. H istoryalways consti-
tutes the relation be
tween a present and 
its past.Consequently 
fear of the present leads 
to mystification of  
thepast. The past is not for living in; it is a well of conclusionsfrom which we draw in order to act. Cultural mystification of’~ he past entails a double loss. Works of art are madeunnecessarily remote. And the past offers us fewerconclusions to complete 
in action.W hen we 
«see» a landscape, we 
 situate ourselvesin it. If we «saw’ the art of the past, we would situateourselves in history. W hen we are prevented from seeing it,we are being deprived of the history which belongs to us.W ho benefits from this deprivation ? In the end, the art of thepast 
is being mystified because a privileged minority isstriving to invent a history which can retrospectively justifythe role of the ruling classes, and such a justification canno longer make sense in modern terms. And so, inevitably, itmystifies.Let us consider a 
typical example of suchmystification. A two-volume study was recently published onFrans H als.* It is the authoritative work to date on this painter.As a book of specialized art history it is no better and noworse then the average.The last two great painti

ngs by Frans H als portraythe Governors and the Governesses of an Aims H ouse for oldpaupers in the Dutch seventeenth-century city of H aarlem.They were officially commissioned portr
aits. H ais, an old manof over eighty, was destitute. M ost of his life he had been indebt. During the winter of 1664, the year he began paintingthese pictures, he obtained three loads of peat 
on publiccharity, otherwise he would have frozen to death. Those whonow sat for him were administrators of such public charity.The author records these facts and then explicitlysays that  
it would he incorrect to read into the paintings anycriticism of the sitters. There is no evidence, he says, thatH ale painted them in a spirit of bitterness. The authorconsiders them, howe~ er, 
 remarkable works of art andexplains why. H ere be writes of the Regentesees:Each woman speaks to us of the human condition withequal importance. Each woman stands out with  
equalclarity against the enormous dark surface, yet they arelinked by a firm rhythmical arrangement and the subdueddiagonal pattern formed by their heads and hands.Subtle modulations of the deep, glowing blackscontribute to the harmonious fusion 
of the whole andform an unforgettab/ e contrast with the powerfuJ whitesand vivid flesh to
nes where the detached strokes reacha peak of breadth and strength. (our italics)The compositional unity of a paintingcontributes fundamentally to the power of its image, it isreasonable to consider a painting’s composition. But here thecomposition is 
written about as though it were in itself theemotional charge of the painting. Terms like harmonious fusion,unforgettable contrast, reaching a peak of breadth and strengthtransfer the emotion provoked by the image from the planeof lived experience, to 
that of disinterested ’artappreciation’. All conflict disappears. O ne is left with theunchanging «human condition’, and the painting considered ase ma~ vellously made object.Very little is known about H als or the Regentswho commissioned him. It is not 
possible to producecircumstantial evidence to establish what their relations were.But there is the evidence of the paintings themselves: theevidence of e group of men and a 
group of women as seen byanother man, the painter. Study this evidence and 
judge foryourself.12 13The art historian fears such direct judgement:As in so many other pictures by H als, the penetratingcharacterizations almost seduce us into believing th
at weknow the personality traits and even the habits of themen and women portrayed.W hat is this «seduction» he writes of? It isnothing less than the paintings working upon’us. They workupon us because we accept the way H als saw his sitters. Wedo 
not accept this innocently. We accept it in so far as itcorresponds to our own observation of people, gestures, faces,institutions. This is possible because we still llve in a societyof comparable social relations and moral values. And it isprecisely this which 
gives the

 paintings their psychological andsocial urgency, it is this - not the painter’s skill as a s̄educer»- which convinces us that we can know the people portrayed.The author continues:in the case of some critics the seduction has been atotal success. It has, for 
example, been asserted thatthe Regent in the tipped slouch hat, which hardly coversany of his long, lank hair, and whose curiously seteyes do not focus, was shown in a drunken state.14This, he suggests, is a libel. H e argues that it wasa fashion at that 
time to wear hats on the side of the head.H e cites medical opinion to prove that the Regent’s expressioncould well be the result of a facial paralysis. H e insists that thepainting would have been unacceptable to the Regents if oneof them had been portraye

d drunk. O ne might go ondiscussing each of these points for pages. (M en inseventeenth-century H olland wore their hats on the side oftheir heads in order to be thought of as adventurous andpleasure-lovlng. H eavy drinking was an approved practice.
Etcetera.) But such a discussion would take us even fartheraway from the only confrontation which matters and which theauthor is determined to evade.in this confrontation the Regents andRegentesses stare at H als, a destitute old painter who has losthis 
reputation and lives off public charity; he examines themthrough the eyes of a pauper who must nevertheless try to beobjective, i.e., must try to surmount the way he sees as apauper. This is the drama of these paintings. A drama of an  ̄unforgettable 
contrast’.M ystification has little to do wtth thevocabulary used. M ystification is the process of explaining15away what might otherwise be evident. H als Was the firstpo~ raitist to paint the new characters and expressionscreated by capitalism. H e did in 
pictorial terms what Balzacdid two centuries later in literature. Yet the author of theauthori
tative work on these paintings sums up the artist’sachievement by referring toH als’s unwavering commitment to his personal vision,which enriches our consciousness of our fellow menand heightens our awe for the ever-increasing power ofthe mighty 
impulses that enabled him to give us a closeview of life’s vital forces.That is mystification.In order to avoid mystifying the past (which canequally well suffer pseudo-M arxist mystification) let us nowexamine the particular relation which now exists, so far 
aspictorial images are concerned, between the present and thepast. if we can see the present clearly enough, we shall askthe right questions of tl~ e past.Today we see the art of the past as nobody sawit before. We actually perceive it in a different way.This 
difference can be illustrated in terms of whatwas thought-of as pe
rspective. The convention ofperspective, which is unique to European art and which wasfirst established in the early Renaissance, centreseverything on the eye of the beholder, it is like a beam from alighthouse - only instead of light travelling outwar-
ds,appearances travel in. The conventions called thoseappearances rea/ ity. Perspective makes the single eye thecentre of the visible world. Everything converges on to theeye as to the vanishing point of infinity. The visible world isarranged for the spectator 
as the universe was once thoughtto he arranged for God.According to the convention of perspective thereis no visual reciprocity. There is no need for God to situatehimself in relation to others: he is himself the situation,The inherent contradiction in 
perspective was that
 itstructured all images of reality to address a single spectatorwho, unlike God, could only be in one place at a time.After the invention of the camera thiscontradiction gradually became apparent.I’m an eye. A mechanical eye. t, the 
machine, show y
oua wortd the way only ( can see it. ! free myself fortoday and forever from human immobility. I’m inconstant movement. I approach and pull away fromobjects, t creep under them. ~  move alongside a runninghorse’s mouth, t fall and rise with the fal-
ling and risingbodies. This is I, the machine, manoeuvring in the chaoticmovements, recording one movement after another inthe most complex combinations,Freed from the boundaries of time and space, Ico-ordinate any and all points of the universe, 
whereverI

 want them to be. M y way leads towards the creationof a fresh perception of the world. Thus I explain in anew way the world unknown to you.*17The camera isolatedmomentary appearances and in so doing destroyed the ideathat images were timeless. 
O r, to put it another way, thecamera showed that the notion of time passing was~ nseparabie from the experience of the visual (except inpaintings). W hat you saw depended upon where you werewhan. W hat you saw was relative to your posit~ on in 
time andspace. It was no longer possible to imagine everythingconverging on the human eye as on the vanishing point ofinfinity.This is not tO  say that before the invention of thecamera men believed that everyone could see everything, Butperspective 
organized the visua! field as though that wereindeed the ideal. Every drawing or painting that usedperspective proposed to the spectator that he was the uniquecentre of the world, The camera - and more particularly themovie camera - demonstrated that 
there was no centre.The invention of the camera changed the way mensaw. The visible came to mean something different to them,This was immediately reflected in painting.For the impressionists the 
visible no longerpresented itself to man in order to be 
seen. O n the contrary,the visible, in continual flux, became fugitive. For the Cubiststhe visible was no longer what confronted the single eye,but the totality of possible views taken from points all roundthe 
object (or person) being depicted,The invention of the camera also changed the wayin which men saw paintings painted long before the camerawas invented, O riginally paintings were an integral part of thebuilding for which they were designed. 
Sometimes in an earlyRenaissance church or chapel one has the feeling that theimages on the wall are records of the building’s interior life,that together they make up the building’s memory - so muchare they part of the particularity of the building.
The uniqueness of every painting was once partof the uniqueness of the place where it resided. Sometimes thepainting was transportable. But it could never be seen in twoplaces at the same time. W hen the camera repr’oduces apainting, it destroys the 
uniqueness of its image. As a result itsmeaning changes. O r, more exactly, its meaning multiplies andfragments into many meanings.This is vividly illustrated by what happens when apainting
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Project 08

—

Digital collection of classic literature. 
 
The visual identity of the collection « Édition  
numérique » is defined as a series of animated  
covers which update the perception of these classics  
in a digital way. The animation of cover ended  
on the first sentence of the book invite to start  
reading. 

—

Printing raster, projection, from printed matter  
to digital way, spatialization of the book

—

Workshop Lire ou surfer 
(HEAD – Genève) 

TITLE : Digital or Print

Workshop : Anette Lenz – Étienne 
Mineur 

Collaboration : Rebecca Metzger

Date : Feb. 2014 
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 09

—

The City of Geneva has chosen to present its  
« local urban international produce » which may, at 
first glance, appears contradictory. Almost 41% of  
Geneva population comes from abroad, and many 
restaurants are said to be « ethnic ». 
The installations interpret this gathering of tastes 
from around the world with locally produced  
ingredients by telling the stories often restaurants 
from different cultures and identities.  
www.chimera-milano.ch

—

Raw text, steel, tarpaulin

—

Collaboration with interior architecture  
departement (HEAD – Genève)  
 

TITLE : Chimera - Expo 2015 Milano 
Swiss Pavillon

Atelier : Camille Dedieu – Giona 
Bierens de Haan

Collaboration identité visuelle :  
Rebecca Metzger 
Flavia Viscardi

Date : Spring and summer 2015 
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 10

—

Communication for the 13/14 season of the theater 
La Renaissance based at Oullins near Lyon.  
Realisation of programme poster for each month,  
and one overview for all the season. 

—

Lighted signs, performance hall façades, theater, 
music, cinema, singular place, mixing of disci-
plines, contemporary 

—

Creation studio, BTS Graphic Design, 
communication and pinted matter mentored  
by Marine Chavet et Jeremy Begel 

TITLE : Theater La Renaissance

Atelier : Jeremy Begel

Date : Spring 2014 
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 11

—

Research about cinema and typography.  
Talking about camera movements and shooting 
scene thanks to typography. 
 
« When I see a film, I see a layout, because, for me, 
book is very close to film. There are sequences, 
zooms, contrasts... It needs breaking bounds » 
 
« Quand je vois un film, je vois une mise en page, car, pour moi, le livre 
est très proche du film. Il y a des séquences, des zooms, des contrastes…  
Il faut des ruptures d’échelle. »

Massin, interviewed by Michèle Gazier and Danielle Schramm  
for Télérama, mai 2001. 

—

Cinema, typography, shooting scenes, sequence 
camera movements, framing.

—

Term studies project of BTS Graphic Design,  
communication and pinted matter mentored by  
Marine Chavet, Jéremy Begel et Patrick Lallemand 
for the visual identity of the arthouse cinema  
Les Ambiances 

TITLE : Cinéma Les Ambiances

Atelier : Jeremy Begel – Patrick 
Lallemand

Date : Spring 2014 
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 12

—

Typographic expression, poster for the Geneva 
theater, exhibited in the hall of the “Théâtre  
de la Comédie”. The letter as way of expression.  
 
« He starts to talk with the woman who selling 
pop-corn. She tells him that she can listen him 
until the end of the film. The man is an intellectual 
who comes from Rome, he is the scripwritter of the 
movie « Le retour d’Ulysse ». The woman who gave 
up education for practicing small jobs, found an 
employement as pop-corn saleswoman to cinema 
bar. She was born in this town 
 
Two planets which meet... » 
 
« Il commence à parler avec la femme au pop-corn. Celle-ci lui dit qu’elle 
peut l’écouter jusqu’à la fin du film. L’homme est un intellectuel qui vient 
de Rome, il est le scénariste du film « Le retour d’Ulysse ».  
La femme, après avoir laissé tomber l'idée de faire des études et exercé 
différents petits métiers, a trouvé cette place de vendeuse de pop-corn  
au bar du cinéma. Elle est née dans cette ville.

Deux planètes qui se croisent… » 

Résumé pièce cinéma Apollo

—

Love, heroism, scorn, sensuality, greek alphabet,  
cinema, two opposed entities, Ulysse, Godard, 
Hans Reinghold, Moravia

—

Theater poster for the play Cinema Apollo 
from Michel Deutsch and Matthias Langhoff 
Directed by Matthias Langhoff

TITLE : Cinema Apollo

Workshop : Flavia Cocchi

Date : Oct. 2014 
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 13

—

Typography experimentation ; based on a grid 
structure.

—

Contemporary fraktur.

—

Typographic form studio - Research state  
(HEAD – Genève) 

TITLE : Typographic research  
 Enfer

Atelier : Laurent Khuni

Date : Autumn 2015 
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L'enfer’

Te voila tombé du ciel 
Astre brillant, fils  
de l'aurore.  
Tu es abattu à terre, 
Toi, le vainqueur des 
nations.

Esaie Quatorze

aA

J’ai avalé une fameuse gorgée 
de poison. Trois fois béni soit 
le conseil qui m’est arrivé! 
– Les entrailles me brulent. 
La violence du venin tord mes 
membres, Je meurs de soif, 
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Project 14

—

Display typography

—

Contemporary fraktur.

—

Typographic form studio - Research state  
(HEAD – Genève) 

TITLE : Typographic research  
 Rosetta

Atelier : Laurent Kuhni

Date : Winter 2016 
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Project
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Project 14

Rosetta
Léa Gallon, © HEAD-Genève, 2016
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Riga 
Budapest 
Zagreb 
Vienne 
Tallinn 
Kiev 

Varsovie est la capitale de la Pologne et le chef-

lieu de la voivodie de Mazovie. Elle est située 

sur la Vistule, à environ trois cent soixante-dix 

km de la Mer Baltique et des Carpates. Peuplée 

par plus des millions d’habitants, la capitale 

polonaise est aussi la plus grande ville du pays 

et la huitième plus grande de l’Union  

européenne. Varsovie se divise en dix-huit  

arrondissements, les dzielnice.
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Project 15

—

Research about the notion of cinematographic  
sequence, light burned films and then projection. 

—

Sequence, light, film, superposition, narration, 
projection

—

Research throughout the term studies project of BTS  
Graphic Design, communication and pinted matter  
for the visual identity of the arthouse cinema  
Les Ambiances 
 

TITLE : Architectural research  
 Cinema

Date : Autumn 2014 
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 15
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Project 16

—

Sculpt spaces thanks to the light, thanks to strong 
contrasts in light.

—

Glimpses of light, negative/positive, Lewis Baltz,  
architecture, visual saliency, contrasts in light

—

Personnal research 
 

TITLE : Merchant

Date : Autumn 2014 
 

Lieu : Ancien marché au gros  
de Lyon Confluence
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Project

—

Réalisation d’une édition et d’une installation  
en regard du passage de l’information d’un support 
à un autre, entre le print et le web. 

—

Livre sur un site qui présente un livre, mise en 
abyme, catalogue d’exposition concours de livre,  
décomposition du livre, matérialisation/spatiali-
sation du web, navigation, processus de lecture, 
transfère de l’info, perte de donnée.

—

Workshop à propos de l’exposition « Les plus beaux 
livres suisses » à Genève. INTERVENANT HEAD  
Jérôme Baratelli ASSISTANTE HEAD Pauline 
Piguet Projet réalisé en collaboration avec Nicolas 
Baldran et Rebecca Metzger. 
(HEAD – Genève)  
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Project 17

—

This poster was made during a workshop  
with Anette Lenz at HEAD-Genève, Limit was  
the theme. This is about housing, the notion  
of interior-exterior.It shows a kind of chaos  
with the fragmentation.

—

Finalist for the competion 100 beste plakate 2015 
 

TITLE : Limits

Atelier : Anette Lenz 

Date : Autumn 2015 
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Deepening
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TITLE : À propos de l’exposition  
des plus beaux livres suisses

Workshop : Pauline Piguet -  
Jérôme Baratelli 

Collaboration : Rebecca  
Metzger - Nicolas Baldran

Date : oct. 2015 
 

TITLE : Psychomotricity

Atelier : Pierre-Alain Giesser 
 

Date : Spring 2015 
 
 

Tests psychotechniques

Objet de parcours
Langage psychomotricité
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TITLE : Digital or Print

Workshop : Anette Lenz - Étienne 
Mineur 

Collaboration : Rebecca Metzger

Date : feb. 2014 
 

TITLE : Digital or Print

Atelier : Anette Lenz

Date : Autmn 2015
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TITLE : Chimera - Expo 2015 Milano 
Swiss Pavillon

Atelier : Camille Dedieu - Giona 
Bierens de Haan

Collaboration : Rebecca Metzger

Date : Spring and summer 2015 
 

TITLE : Merchant

Date : Autumn 2014 
 

Lieu : Ancien marché au gros  
de Lyon Confluence

TITLE : Typographic research  
 Rosetta

Atelier : Laurent Kuhni

Date : Winter 2016 
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Monténégro

Serbie

ABF 
AMFE 
GNRBP

Nn Tt
�»

Prague est la capitale et la plus grande ville de 

la République tchèque. Elle est à la fois l’une  

des quatorze régions de la République tchèque,  

le chef-lieu de la région administrative  

de Bohême-Centrale, et la capitale de la région  

historique de Bohême. Elle est traversée par  

la Vltava Moldau en allemand.

Aa
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Colophon

—

2016

This portfolio compile Léa Gallon's works. 
It were printed and bound at HEAD — Genève,  
in February 2016. 
 
Typography : Suisse EDU Works – Regular & Bold 
 
Paper : Lessebo smooth white 100 et 300 g/m² 
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